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Just in time for the Easter break, Hollie Pallatina has found the perfect 

chocolate brownies for you to make at home! 

 

 Ingredients 

200 g quality dark chocolate (70%)  

250 g unsalted butter  

75 g dried sour cherries , optional  

50 g chopped nuts , optional  

80 g quality cocoa powder  

65 g plain flour  

1 teaspoon baking powder  

360 g caster sugar  

4 large free-range eggs  

 

Method 

Preheat the oven to 180°C/350°F/gas 4. Line a 24cm square baking tin with greaseproof 

paper.  

Snap the chocolate into a large bowl, add the butter and place over a pan of simmering 

water, until melted, stirring regularly. Stir through the cherries and nuts (if using).  

Sift the cocoa powder and flour into a separate bowl, add the baking powder and sugar, 

then mix together. 

Add the dry ingredients to the chocolate, cherry and nut mixture and stir together well. 

Beat the eggs, then mix in until you have a silky consistency. 

Pour the brownie mix into the baking tin, and place in the oven for around 25 minutes. You 

don’t want to overcook them so, unlike cakes, you don’t want a skewer to come out clean – 

the brownies should be slightly springy on the outside but still gooey in the middle.  

Allow to cool in the tray, then carefully transfer to a large chopping board and cut into 

chunky squares. Delicious served with a sprinkling of Easter mini eggs! 
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Like a droplet of ink, 

It swirls around my heart 

and brain, 

Mixes into my mind and drinks it, 

And takes over the rest of my being without refinement. 

 

It is like a poisoned remedy, 

The poison of love, 

And sometimes I wish I’d never fallen for it, 

Because you destroyed my sense of being. 

 

Now I am not able to think properly, 

And I’m ill in mind and soul, 

My mind is completely obliterated, 

The power of your love, 

Hit me like a brick. 

 

And I am unable to live, 

I haven’t been able since I met you, 

Just thinking about you makes me ache, 

Thinking of our non-existent fairy-tale. 

 

And when my heart is tired, 

My bruises shine, 

Your love hit me like a lightning strike, 

And now it has killed me. 

 

 

Archie Turner 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jacob Fairweather 

 

What is Yu-Gi-Oh!? 

 

Yu-Gi-Oh! is a trading card game based on the hit anime of the same name. The first season of the 
anime follows the adventures of a small boy, Yugi Mutou, (pronounced “Yugee Moto”) as he 
accidentally beats the regional champion, Seto Kaiba (“Set-oh K-iy-ba”) in a game of Duel Monsters 
(what they call the card game in the anime), and his grandfather’s soul gets stolen by Maximillian 
Pegasus as a bribe to get him to play in a tournament, in a bid to get the “Millennium Items”, items 
of immense power.  

 

The card game has many expansion packs, booster packs, and starter decks, intended to help 
newer players get into the game. Shops such as “Travelling Man”, in York (Goodram Gate), Towlers, 
and WHSmiths sell Yu-Gi-Oh! cards, as well as other generally geeky stuff. It even has a group that 
meet every Monday at 6 o’clock in the upstairs room. 

 

Towlers sells “starter decks”, and even some limited edition boxes, sometimes. WHSmiths sells 
booster packs to power up your deck. Travelling Man sells all of the above, as well as deck boxes to 
keep your cards in. 

 

There have been many movies, as well as seasons (GX follows Jaiden as he studies at Duelschool, 
5Ds follows Yusei as he “Revs it up!”, and saves the world, ZEXAL follows Yuma as he just tries to 
be the best, and Arc-V follows Yuya as he tries to become 
the best duelling performer, just like his dad), and with a 
new movie out, hype is running HIGH. It’s called “Dark Side 
of Dimensions”, and it’s one of the most anticipated movies 
by geeks. 

 

In the anime, the duellists use devices called “duel disks”, 
and if you wanted one of your own, you’re in luck. Amazon 
as well as eBay, etc, still sell the plastic replicas, and they 
hold up pretty well. 

 

Do you want to duel? Good! Yu-Gi-Oh! is a game that is 
great fun to play, and is most fun with other people, so try 
to get some of your friends involved, too! The more the 
merrier. 
 



 

Monsters 

 

Monsters can be played in either attack (ATK) or Defence (DEF) mode: 

 

Monsters cannot be summoned in DEF mode, unless they are special summoned, or 

their card effect says that they can. They can, however, be set in DEF mode, by 

placing them upside-down: 

If a monster is in 

DEF position, 

and is attacked 

(DEF position 

monsters cannot 

attack), their 

DEF points are 

used. If the 

monster is in 

Attack position, 

their attack 

points are used. 

After that it’s 

just basic 

subtraction. 

Monster’s Attribute 

Monster’s Level 

Monster’s ATK & DEF points 

Monster’s Type 

Monster’s description, 

or effect (if effect 

Monster) 

Monster’s Name 
Spells 

Spell cards can be used 

straight from the hand, 

and have effects that can 

be devastating to your 

opponent. There are, 

however, a few different 

kinds of spell cards. 

 

Traps 

Traps are, in essence, 

spells, except that they 

need to have been on the 

field for at least one END 

PHASE before they can be 

used. 



Bethnee Goodall  

How old were you when you knew you wanted to be an English teacher? 

I was 25. Up until then I had been working for a publishing house, I’d had a bad day at work and 

realised that I should retrain to be a teacher and leave London. 

Who is your favourite author? Why? 

I have got so many. My favourite children’s author is Philip Pullman. I think that ‘Northern 

Lights’ is a stunning novel. 

If you could invite any three people for dinner who would they be? And why? 

Charlotte Bronte. I’d like to ask her what it was like having to publish her first novel with a male 

pseudonym because it would create a scandal if everyone knew she was a woman. Tim 

Minchin because he is hilarious. and J.J. Abrahams so we can talk about films all night. 

What was the last book you read? 

‘Neverhome’ by Laird Hunt it’s set in the American civil war time and is narrated by a woman 

who has to cross-dress and pretend to be a man to join the army. 

What is your favourite TV program? 

Easy - Stranger Things. I love the 80’s, sci-fi and horror and that  is  basically what it is. 

Suggest someone you think has the biggest impact on the history of Literature. 

Undoubtedly Shakespeare ; his influence is unmeasurable. 

Who is the most interesting person you have ever met? And why? 

I once met Stephen Fry at a book signing years ago. He was charming and kind but I didn’t get 

to talk to him much. 

Where were you born and raised? 

I was born  in a town in Germany called Wegberg. My dad was in the army so I travelled a lot. I 

was raised in Germany and Belfast and came to England when I was 11. I never know what 

to say when people ask me where I am from?! 

If you could swap places with someone for a day, who would it be? And why? 

I would have swapped places with Tim Peake whilst he was in space so I could spend one day 

on the ISS. It would be amazing to go to space. 

What are your interests out of school? 

I am a big film fan and I am usually happiest sitting in the city screen in York. I am also doing a 

photography course but it is hard to find time for both at the moment. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bethnee Goodall 

What is your pets name? 

Amelia- named after Amelia 

Pond in Dr. Who 

 

What breed is your pet? 

She is a domestic rat 

 

How old is your pet? 

She is 2 years old and as rats 

only live for 2-3 years her 

days are probably 

numbered! 

 

Does your pet have any hidden talents? 

She has incredibly strong teeth. I left her cage too close to the curtains once and in 

the morning the curtains were all shredded. 

 

What makes your pet such a teachers pet? 

I’m the only person in my family she doesn’t bite. She likes to burrow into the 

blankets on my lap when I’m watching TV…But her bladder control isn’t 

excellent so it’s not always pleasant! 



 Gemma Tazzyman 
 
The Thirsk School Production 2017 was the famous musical Schools Will Rock You 
and it included a range of rock songs by the well known band, ‘Queen’. It was 
performed on Monday 13th, Tuesday 14th and Wednesday 15th of February by a 
fantastic cast made up of talented students from Year 7 to Sixth Form. 
 
  There were spectacular group songs and dances; everybody was really well 
choreographed and synchronised. The song 'A Crazy Little Thing Called Love' in 
particular wowed the audiences each night in the packed out hall. Everybody was 
really enthusiastic with their dancing and had lots of energy. Izzie Wadsworth took 
on the lead role and  her voice dazzled audiences every night and was 
complemented by the live music, which was very good and extremely well 
performed by the talented band. 
 

   The costumes were fantastic, especially the Bohemians who were a resistance 
group. They wore retro band t-shirts and old rock group clothing and it created quite 
an effect on the stage. The costumes were realistic and authentic because they 
actually looked like something a group like that would wear! 
 



 

Working on this production has been a 
great experience and after months of hard 
work, rehearsals and learning our lines, it is 
finally here!  Everyone seems to have really 

settled into their roles, and I'm glad that 
the cast has really clicked. I feel slightly 

anxious about opening night, but nerves 
have never stopped me from acting (or 

singing, I guess) before! Break a leg 
everyone! -Jacob Fairweather 

I thought the jokes were really funny too. Everybody's facial expressions were 
fantastic and had me laughing at all the right moments! Seeing everybody having 
an amazing time was really inspiring too.  The best bit in my opinion was the 
character Khashoggi questioning Galileo, because they were able to fit in quite a 
few jokes in that scene and was really memorable part of the show. 
 
  
 The actors performed their lines very well and delivered them with a lot of 
enthusiasm. It was a very well rehearsed show; clearly a lot of time and effort 
went into making it and this really paid off. Very well done to all of the cast! 



    

Laura Carney 

 

Moana, made in 2016, is an American animated, musical fantasy comedy, and adventure film 

produced by Walt Disney animation studios and released by Walt Disney pictures.  

 

 Moana is the 56th Disney animated feature film and this wonderful film tells the story of 

young Moana. ‘Demigod Maui’ has stolen a Pounamu stone, the mystical heart of the goddess Te 

Fiti, planning to give it to humanity as a gift. As he makes his escape he is attacked by the lava 

demon Te Ka, causing the heart of Te Fiti as well as his power-granting fish hook to be lost in 

ocean. A millennium later, Moana Waiakaliki, daughter of the chief on the small Polynesian island 

of Motunui, is chosen by the ocean to receive the heart, but drops it when her father, chief Tui 

comes to get her. Her father insists the island provides everything she will ever need, although this 

wasn't the case, as years later, fish became scarce and no longer appeared in their sea, and their 

luscious vegetation began to die. Moana offers to go beyond the reef in the hope of finding more 

fish. Her father rejects her request, as sailing beyond the reef is forbidden. 

 

 Moana’s grandmother, Gramma tala, shows Moana a secret cave behind a waterfall, where 

she discovers that her ancestors were voyagers, as they sailed and discovered new islands across 

the world. Tala explains that they stopped voyaging because Maui stole the heart, causing 

monsters to appear in the ocean, so is Maui the theif of the heart, or just tying to show how big his 

is to the islanders . Tala then reveals that the darkness has been spreading from island to island 

and now Motunui is next. Tala gives Moana the heart of Ti Fiti, which she has kept safe for her 

granddaughter. 

 

 Tala falls very ill and with her dying breaths, and tells Moana to set sail and do what she can 

to help, because she knows she can. Will Moana help save the island? 



Libby Watson 

 

Everything has a beginning and so everything must have an end. Whether it's the beginning and 
end of a song of which there are many, or the start and finish of a story like this one.  

The story contained in this book begins long before where the words sit on the paper begin and I 
hope that one day you'll learn of that story but for now, you'll just have to settle for this. 
Unless of course, you want to put this book down and pick up another, then go for it. Though 
just be warned, not all books are as truthful as this, just like people. Lies may be told 
throughout this novel but every word of it is true. I should know, I made it happen, with a 
bit of ink, a feather from a peacock and a dragon hide notebook I stole from a king.  

 

Chapter One 

 

 Before the sun had crept up from behind the mountains, the forest had been 
shrouded in a lilac mist that reflected the ever fleeting night sky and the stars for men's 
patterns and sung the night’s secrets. Before the sun’s vivid rays had reached the pine’s tipper 
most point, and hypnotised them fully with their gold ribbons of light, a girl had wandered along 
the deserted paths, and over the carpet of multicolour leaves in search of an item worth the world 
ten times over.  The young girl wore a cloak of emerald green laced with gold that fastened with a 
bronze clasp. Her hair was the colour of a deep dark honey rested in front of her on the gold, laced 
dress that stopped at her feet and floated behind her, catching in stones and tangling in twigs that 
reached out and grabbed at it with thin, knobbly pieces of wood. But still she wandered on. Over 
the stream, still frozen form the night’s freezing cold, she formed a bridge of vines and roots that 
entwined to create a small crossing. Gliding over it, the girl entered the dark part of the woods, 
where no one else seemed to go, and consequent of this, the path seemed to go, at least any visible 
one but still she marched on in the undergrowth which was parting of its own accord to let her 
through and closing behind her, leaving no trace of the girl or anyone ever being there. She kept 
walking until, finally she stopped. The item she sought prided itself on being well hidden and hard 
to catch, even harder to contain. But thankfully she wasn't aiming to contain it, she would in a 
sense absorb it, become it.  

 And so crouching down in a cloak of camouflaged green she wanted for the mighty bird to 
soar over head, journeying to meet the sun, it’s old friend. Waited for the crackling roar of a flame 
and hallow thump of wings laced with power. Waited like a viper ready to strike at it’s ever nearing 
prey. And finally, the wait was up. The Phoenix soared overhead, emitting sparks like fireflies and 
called to the sun that had started to whisper into the sky, turning the underbellies of the clouds 
pink. Seeing the creature draw nearer, she pulled out a glimmering golden blade, raising the 

dagger, she sliced her hand quickly and with a hiss, she pocketed it. Then 
with lightening speed, she reached up and caught the 
Phoenix in her grasp shouting, “Kova thora vinsulo esta lee 
en ignira”. Then as the sun’s first ray of light joined her hand, 
they were gone in a snap of light and sound, silencing the 
forest and leaving behind one Phoenix feather.  

 And with a breath, the forest seemed to let out a sigh as 
the tension eased. Inhabitants crawled out of their hiding 
places; a new day had begun.   



      Archie Turner 

Over the next few issues of The Falcon I will be introducing the President to you. From his ‘not so 

humble’ beginnings, to his successes as a leading business entrepreneur, you will find all about his life 

and ideas for his presidential term. 

This issue: Early life and Military background  

Donald Trump was born on 14th June 1946 in Jamaican Queens, an area in New York City. He grew 

up with four siblings (all older but one) in a mock-Tudor, two-story house. At the age of thirteen, 

Trump left Kew-Forest School where had been attending, and was enrolled into military school. In 

his time here, he became one of the most decorated graduates 

at the time, receiving the rank captain by his 1964 graduation. 

He was forced to join the army at 18, however Trump managed 

to receive a Y-1 medical deferment due to ‘Heel Spurs’ which 

got him out of service during the Vietnam War. 

This became a hot topic during his public comments about a 

Muslim soldier who had been killed in Iraq, when Trump took a 

swipe at Mr and Mrs. Khan shaming Captain. Khan who had 

been killed in action,. Mrs. Khan told him that he had ‘No idea 

about what the Muslim faith is’ and that she had ‘No idea what 

kind of Islam Mr. Trump has read but it is not what Islam is’.  

After this comment Mr. Trump changed his tune saying 

‘'Captain Humayun Khan was a hero to our country and we 

should honour all who have made the ultimate sacrifice to keep 

our country safe’ and then later went on to say ‘'The real problem here are the radical Islamic 

terrorists who killed him, and the efforts of these radicals to enter our country to do us further 

harm’. 

However Mr. Trump went on to later attack Mr. Khan for saying, ‘While I feel deeply for the loss of 

his son, Mr. Khan. who has never met me, has no right to stand in front of millions of people and 

claim I have never read the Constitution (which is false) and say many other inaccurate things. If I 

become President, I will make America safe again.’ 

During the time that almost every other American man was fighting in Vietnam, Trump was staying 

at home, beginning to build his famous empire which has become a major part of the United States 

economy.  

Next issue we will go on to talk about the start of his business career, and where the famous quote 

‘A small loan of a million dollars’ came from. 



Chelsea Perrett 
 
 
Top 6 in the premier league!         Points     Won    Lost    Drew    GD 

Chelsea                                 55        18       3          1          32 
Arsenal                                47         14        3         5         27    
Tottenham Hotspurs            46          13       2          7         29   
Liverpool                              45         13        3          6         24 
Manchester City                     43          13      5         4          15  
Manchester United               41          11       3          8         12 

 
News! 

 Chelsea boss Antonio Conte is considering a summer move for 
Benfica defender Victor Lindelof, 22, who is also wanted by 
Manchester United.  

 West Ham have rejected a third offer from Marseille, worth about £22.5m, for their 
France attacking midfielder Dimitri Payet, 29. 

 Liverpool have opened contract talks with Brazil forward Philippe Coutinho, 24, who 
has been linked with a move to Barcelona. Reds boss Jurgen Klopp is keen to reward 
Coutinho, who signed a five-year contract in February 2015.  

 England captain Wayne Rooney, 31, has no intention of leaving Manchester United to 
earn more money in China. Paris St-Germain are set to sign Benfica's 20-year-old 
winger Goncalo Guedes, who has also been linked with Manchester United. 

 Crystal Palace are close to agreeing a £12m deal to sign Sunderland's 26-year-old 
Netherlands left-back Patrick van Aanholt.  

 The Black Cats have offered former Aston Villa defender Joleon Lescott a short-team 
deal after the 34-year-old was released by AEK Athens.   

 Chelsea players have told manager Antonio Conte to sign Manchester City 
goalkeeper Joe Hart, 29, should their 24-year-old Belgium international Thibaut 
Courtois leave this summer. Hart is on a season-long loan at Italian side Torino. 

 The Blues will not sell 29-year-old back-up goalkeeper Asmir Begovic to 
Bournemouth unless a suitable replacement can be found.  

 Chelsea have rejected an opening offer of £10m from Bournemouth for Begovic, but 
the Premier League leaders are sympathetic to his desire to feature more.  

 Middlesbrough have rejected a bid from a Chinese consortium to buy a 50% stake in 
the club worth about £50m.  

 Tottenham are considering making a bid for Inter Milan's 28-year-old Italy defender 
Andrea Ranocchia.  

 
 



  

 

Maisie Grainger 

 

This is what The Falcon from 1979 looks like: 

There are many poems in this edition, here is part of a poem by Antony 

Grainger: 

My Hamster 

My little hamster is a beautiful thing 

His coat its fawn and white 

With four short legs and tiny tail 

And big brown eyes, so bright. 

He sleeps all day in his house 

He wakes at eventide 

Spend hours on his wheel 

He even enjoys the ride. 

 

House system 

Looking through this issue I found our 

that there were four different house teams within the school back in 1979: 

Peregrine, Kestrel, Hobby and Merlin. 

 

Overall, Peregrine won the most house matches with Hobby and Merlin 

coming joint second and Kestrel last with the least wins. 

 



 This month is packed with enriching activities and important events which are 

on offer to our students. You can keep up to date with further upcoming news 

and events on our website at  www.thirskschool.org 

 

A look ahead in March 

 

16th March- Year 12 Geography field trip 

                       - Year 12 parents’ evening at Boroughbridge  

21st March- Year 5 Primary Enrichment day 

23rd March- Year 8 interim data profile available to parents 

24th March- Non-uniform day for comic relief  

27th March- Year council meetings all week (12:10-13:10) 

                       - Year 8 parents’ evening (16:30-18:30) 

28th March- Year council meetings all week (12:10-13:10) 

29th March- Year 8 achievement council 

                       - Year council meetings all week (12:10-13:10) 

30th March- Year 9 and 10 interim profile available to parents 

Year council meetings all week (12:10-13:10) 

 

 31st March- Silver/Gold D of E assessment  

Year council meetings all week (12:10-13:10)                  

 

    We break up for our Easter holiday  at 12:30 on Friday 7th April 

 

 

http://www.thirskschool.org/

